Abstract – TCAD process and device modeling has become an essential component of advanced technology development, delivering physical insight into processes and device operation and enabling development and optimization of technology flows. This paper highlights emerging challenges in extending these capabilities into the nanotechnology era, and the opportunities for a hierarchical, physically-based modeling approach to impact the direction of nanotechnology development.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technology computer-aided design (TCAD) is now an accepted part of modern technology development. From its early beginnings in 1D device and process modeling, TCAD now addresses almost every aspect of semiconductor technology development from equipment and lithography modeling through process and device modeling to compact device modeling as the interface to the circuit design world. Modeling is essential to achieving technology development goals, both in increasing device density and performance as well as delivering a technology with high yield and manufacturability.

The nanotechnology era brings challenges to all aspects of technology development, and correspondingly to all areas of TCAD. However, a key focus for nanotechnology development is to find ways to improve intrinsic device performance to keep on the improvement trend that has characterized the semiconductor industry for the past 40 years. This paper focuses on the emerging challenges for process and device TCAD that will be required to enable that continuing performance gain.

II. ENTERING THE NANOTECHNOLOGY ERA

Nanotechnology has been defined as research and technology development at the atomic, molecular or macromolecular levels in the length scale of approximately 1-100 nm [1]. By this measure the semiconductor industry entered the nanotechnology era in 2003 when the first volume production of 90nm technology began [2]. The previous decade of CMOS transistor technology development was characterized by a focus on gate oxide scaling coupled with dopant diffusion/activation engineering to achieve good electrostatic control of the channel with low external resistance as devices were scaled. The introduction of strained silicon at 90nm began a focus on channel mobility engineering as a key component of technology scaling and an increase in the pace of introduction of new materials and structures to achieve technology development goals. This increased pace of change presents new challenges and new opportunities for TCAD to impact technology development. Nanotechnology also brings the possibility of leveraging new physical phenomena in highly confined structures to improve performance or even change the operating principles of the devices we use.

For front-end process simulation, the main focus of the past decade has been on understanding and controlling dopant diffusion and activation to enable junction scaling and channel engineering. The replacement of local oxidation with shallow trench isolation for the 0.35µm generation in 1994 [3] left ion implantation and diffusion as the most critical processing steps. Detailed physical modeling of damage formation during ion implantation, dopant-defect clustering in the early stages of annealing, and subsequent cluster dissolution and transient enhanced diffusion, were essential to understand the annealing behavior. Continuum diffusion modeling approaches remained the standard for industrial technology development, but with increasingly detailed descriptions of the reaction-diffusion systems underlying macroscopic dopant diffusion and activation behavior. Similarly on the device side, continuum drift-diffusion transport modeling has remained the standard workhorse for technology development. Insights from more advanced transport models such as Energy Balance and Monte Carlo, and quantum effects from Schrödinger-Poisson solutions, have been incorporated into the drift-diffusion framework through effective mobility and quantum correction terms.

Looking ahead in nanotechnology, three regimes of technology development and their related modeling needs have been identified [4]. Evolutionary CMOS pushes silicon scaling to the limit, incorporating new materials, processes, and geometries to achieve power and performance goals while continuing to use silicon as the channel transport material. It includes advances such as high-k/metal gate, strained silicon, FinFET and Tri-gate device architectures. Process/device TCAD can guide technology development efforts to use these new features to continue scale device size while decreasing power and...
improving performance. Revolutionary CMOS goes beyond silicon to push charge-based transport to its ultimate limits including new channel materials such as Germanium and III-V semiconductors on silicon, nanowires, and carbon nanotube-based FETs. These technologies are further in the future, but TCAD has a role now in enabling a detailed evaluation of the strengths and limitations of these possible successors to silicon and in complementing experimental studies of their transport properties. Even further in the future, Exotic Technologies goes beyond charge-based devices to consider other forms of state variable such as spintronics and photonics. These devices are far from practical realization for industrial applications, yet modeling can contribute to determining the feasibility and potential benefits of these alternatives.

Meeting these nanotechnology modeling challenges will require a hierarchical approach that can span the diverse range of length and time scales involved, built on a foundation of atomic scale physical modeling of process technology and device operation, and reaching up into the circuit and systems level [5]. The next sections will consider the specific challenges of the process and device modeling areas, progress made so far, and the challenges ahead.

III. PROCESS MODELING CHALLENGES

Current technology needs have driven the development of detailed physical models for dopant implantation and diffusion effects [6]. Careful experiments targeted at understanding basic physical mechanisms such as dopant-defect clustering and extended defect formation and dissolution have enabled the development of continuum reaction-diffusion models that can then be applied for technology understanding. For example, transient enhanced diffusion (TED) from ion implantation damage was found to limit junction scaling as annealing temperatures were reduced. Transmission electron microscopy studies coupled with diffusion experiments in MBE-grown superlattices [7] led to an understanding of the controlling role of \{311\} extended defects in setting the timescale of TED and guided formulation of appropriate models. Atomistic modeling approaches have also been developed by several groups using \textit{ab initio} calculations of formation and migration energies to feed into continuum models for dopants and defects [8,9,10]. These calculation methods have reached a point where they are beginning to provide predictive input to important technology questions such as the influence of local stress on boron diffusion and activation [11,12].

For Evolutionary CMOS junction engineering, the challenge to achieve higher activation with even less diffusion is pushing annealing techniques into even shorter timescales, Fig. 1 [13]. While previous modeling could often assume that dopant and defect interactions approached equilibrium, millisecond high temperature annealing presents a new regime where capturing the kinetics is essential to modeling diffusion and activation behavior. Kinetically-limited processing also shows promise to achieve superactivation through solid phase epitaxial regrowth (SPER) following high dose implantation [14]. Diffusion in amorphous silicon during SPER and the effect of impurities on SPER rate must be accounted for. The previous modeling hierarchy can be extended to these new regimes but with more stringent requirements for accurately capturing the intermediate clustering states. Since dopant diffusion is kept to a minimum, accurate modeling of vertical and lateral ion implantation profiles including damage generation is also essential.
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\caption{Characteristic times during damage recovery annealing for different annealing approaches.}
\end{figure}

Stress engineering is a key component of performance improvement in Evolutionary CMOS devices [15,16]. Process modeling of stress effects requires an integrated approach to incorporate intrinsic film stress, thermal strain, misfit strain due to doping or epitaxy and stress due to material growth [17]. These stress sources couple through the device geometry to produce a final channel stress that modulates mobility. This coupling makes the effectiveness of stress sources very dependent on the feature-scale geometry of the device where they are applied. For example, Fig. 2 shows stress contours for two configuration using silicon germanium (SiGe) to induce stress in silicon. In Fig.2a the stress is induced from epitaxial SiGe source/drain regions resulting in a stress that increases as the channel length is reduced. Fig. 2b shows stress after patterning from an epitaxial strained silicon film grown on a relaxed silicon germanium substrate where the initial silicon stress was 1 GPa biaxial tension. In this case the free surface tends to relax the silicon, leading to decreasing silicon stress as the device is scaled. As Evolutionary CMOS moves to considering non-planar device options [18,19], three dimensional modeling of stress and other device effects must become a standard component of technology modeling.
Pushing to the limits of Evolutionary CMOS is calling for the introduction of new dielectric and gate electrode materials to enable continued electrical scaling of the gate stack. The resulting electrical properties are very sensitive to the choice of materials, thicknesses of interfacial layers, and thermal processing history [20]. Modeling can help understanding these tradeoffs, such as the impact of metal vs. polysilicon gate and interfacial oxide thickness on channel mobility [21]. Experimental determination of detailed interface structure is very challenging but by combining ab initio modeling with high resolution TEM imaging and electron energy loss spectroscopy [22,23], atomic structure information is beginning to be determined with the potential to provide detailed surface structure and electronic state description for mobility modeling.

Modeling of high-k dielectric materials and interface properties is only the next step in an increasing requirement to develop computational material science capabilities to enable modeling beyond silicon for Revolutionary CMOS technologies. While the progress in silicon-related work is encouraging, much remains to be done to move computational materials modeling from the specialized research environment into more routine industrial application supporting modeling of new materials. Dopant diffusion and activation processes in Germanium and in III-V semiconductors have been studied, but not at the level of detail required for nanoscale device development. Stress effects are intrinsic to multilayer heterostructure devices and will be an integral part of device performance engineering. Forming a well behaved dielectric interface is the key obstacle in creating MOS devices beyond silicon. In addition to these traditional dielectric process modeling challenges, Revolutionary CMOS device options include semiconductor nanowires and carbon nanotubes where the challenges of reliable die scale formation and assembly are even greater than the challenges of the individual devices. The combination of targeted experiments and detailed physical modeling that has proven successful in the silicon domain must be extended to these new materials systems and better approaches developed to allow us to effectively explore the large configuration space of realistic bulk and interface structures.

**IV. DEVICE MODELING CHALLENGES**

Drift-diffusion device modeling using empirically calibrated mobility models has been remarkably successful at meeting mainstream device modeling needs for many technology generations. However, we have now entered a new phase even in Evolutionary CMOS development where new materials and structures are required to continue to scale devices. Physically-based modeling of nanoscale device operation and how it relates to materials and interface structure is essential to support technology development efforts.

The introduction of strained silicon into mainstream technology at the 90nm node began a new focus on channel mobility engineering. Although the piezoresistance effect in silicon has been known for 50 years and biaxial tensile strained silicon investigated for more than a decade, the large mobility gains possible with dominantly uniaxially strain quickly raised the importance of fundamental device stress understanding for arbitrary stress configurations, particularly for PMOS. Earlier work on hole mobility under biaxial stress used a $k\cdot p$ quantum model to investigate the physics of mobility enhancement [24]. This approach has been applied for arbitrary stress including anisotropic scattering [25] and combined with full-band Monte Carlo transport modeling using an arbitrary stress tensor bandstructure [26]. Fig. 3 shows energy contours of the lowest energy hole band under uniaxial stress in a typical device configuration. Stress and gate field both modulate the band structure, changing local curvature and reducing scattering. However, for this uniaxial stress configuration, repopulation within the band due to warping is the most significant effect [16]. Holes move from the
A,B wings to the lower energy C,D wings where they have lower effective mass along the [110] channel transport direction. In contrast, biaxial stress benefits from scattering reduction but does not see in-plane repopulation so is not as effective in improving hole mobility, Fig. 4 [25].

**Figure 3.** First subband energy contours under 1GPa uniaxial stress along the [110] direction, with an effective field of 1MV/cm (30meV per contour). Simulation shows that the C and D wings have reduced energy.

**Figure 4.** Hole mobility vs. effective field for different stress configurations.

The same basic calculation approach – the study of bandstructure, carrier population, and scattering rates – has proved valuable in studying several other device transport effects. Channel mobility degradation from high-k dielectrics on silicon has been understood as the consequence of remote surface optical (SO) phonon scattering [27], and the beneficial effect of a metal gate screening optical phonon modes demonstrated [21]. Moving to Revolutionary CMOS devices, similar calculations have enabled the early assessment of phonon-limited mobility in silicon nanowires where increased electron-phonon overlap produces increased scattering despite the transition to a 1D bandstructure [28]. These kinds of assessments are a valuable complement to early experimental studies of novel devices that are often confounded by measurement limitations and parasitic effects. Refining these calculations with a more detailed treatment of the finite system bandstructure, effect of surface states, and modeling of the confined phonon spectrum will enable tradeoffs in novel device design and performance to be better understood. For highly scaled devices, quantum effects along the transport direction must also be considered using an approach such as nonequilibrium Green’s function [29,30].

In addition to bringing the potential of improved charge transport, scaling through the Nanoscale era brings new challenges in dealing with device variation and with power dissipation. At these very small dimensions, structural features are below the phonon mean free path and classical treatments for continuum heat transport no longer apply. A hierarchical approach can be used to link quantum/atomistic phonon descriptions to device scale behavior [31] to understand local heating effects. The phonon distribution must then be linked back to the device transport calculation for a fully-consistent picture of nonequilibrium thermal effects.

The need for hierarchical modeling from atoms to device properties also extends up to the circuit level so that the circuit consequences of device characteristics can be evaluated. Scaling Evolutionary CMOS increases sensitivity to device variation because the active device volume becomes so small. Capturing this at the design level will require building stronger coupling down through the hierarchy to the material or even atomic level. The novel device options of Revolutionary CMOS will lead to quite different circuit design approaches. Fully exploiting their potential will require breaking the traditional boundaries to understand, for example, new system options from Revolutionary CMOS materials and device behavior.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

TCAD process and device modeling has become an essential component of advanced technology development, delivering physical insight into processes and device operation and enabling development and optimization of technology flows. Moving into the nanotechnology era, the demands on model-based understanding will only increase. Meeting the rapidly advancing challenge of new materials and device structures requires a physically-based, hierarchical modeling approach. The work highlighted here shows that building from atoms to materials to devices can deliver the understanding that technology development requires and has the potential to reach even further up the hierarchy to enable circuit and system level tradeoffs.
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